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Abstra t
Meta omputing infrastru tures ouple multiple lusters (or MPPs) via wide-area
networks. A major problem in programming parallel appli ations for su h platforms
is their hierar hi al network stru ture: laten y and bandwidth of WANs often are
orders of magnitude worse than those of lo al networks. Our goal is to optimize
MPI's olle tive operations for su h platforms. We use two te hniques: sele ting
suitable ommuni ation graph shapes, and splitting messages into multiple segments
that are sent in parallel over di erent WAN links. To optimize graph shape and
segment size at runtime, we introdu e a performan e model alled Parameterized
LogP (P-LogP), a hierar hi al extension of the LogP model that overs messages
of arbitrary length. An experimental performan e evaluation shows that the newly
implemented olle tive operations have signi antly improved performan e for large
messages, and that there is a lose mat h between the theoreti al model and the
measured ompletion times.
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Introdu tion

Resear h on global omputational infrastru tures has raised onsiderable interest in running parallel appli ations on wide-area distributed systems, often
alled meta omputers or omputational grids [8,13℄. Communi ation insensitive appli ations like the ones based on the master-worker paradigm an easily be deployed in grid environments [18℄. However, writing appli ations with
frequently ommuni ating pro esses is mu h more diÆ ult when targeting at
grids rather than traditional parallel ma hines, due to the presen e of di erent
(lo al and wide-area) networks. As the wide-area links are orders of magnitude
slower than the inter onne ts within lusters (or MPPs), meta omputers have
a hierar hi al stru ture.
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In earlier work [29,30℄, we dis ussed how olle tive ommuni ation libraries
an be used to simplify wide-area parallel programming. We implemented
an MPI- ompatible library, alled MagPIe, whi h optimizes MPI's olle tive
operations for wide-area systems. MagPIe exploits the hierar hi al stru ture,
resulting in mu h less wide-area ommuni ation than other MPI libraries [30℄.
MagPIe's existing implementation eÆ iently deals with the high WAN laten y
but has suboptimal performan e with long messages whi h are more sensitive
to WAN bandwidth.
Colle tive ommuni ation with long messages needs a more detailed model,
in luding laten y and bandwidth of the lo al and wide-area networks, the number of lusters, the number of pro essors in ea h luster, and the length of the
messages. Therefore, we introdu e a new performan e model for wide-area olle tive ommuni ation, alled the parameterized LogP model (P-LogP ), whi h
extends the LogP model [9℄. We use this model to optimize olle tive ommuni ation using message segmentation and tree shape determination. We optimized four important olle tive operations: broad ast, s atter, gather, and
allgather. We further des ribe heuristi s with whi h the optimizations an be
performed dynami ally (at runtime), based on measured model parameters of
the omputing platform.
We urrently make some simplifying assumptions about the networks, as we
use regular topologies and onstant laten ies and bandwidths. Assuming laten y and bandwidth to be onstant is ertainly realisti for the duration of
a single olle tive operation. In general, MagPIe's network performan e data
an be updated regularly during an appli ation run. Our fast, heuristi optimizations are designed to ope with su h dynami ally hanging information.
Assuming a regular wide-area topology allows us to fo us on the impa t of
network performan e on the design of optimized olle tive operations. We
have evaluated our model and the optimizations on an experimental widearea testbed, both with simulated WAN links and with a real WAN, using
lusters lo ated at four universities in The Netherlands. Our wide-area simulator allows us to study the impa t of wide-area performan e quantitatively
and in detail. Our experiments on the real system on rmed the simulator results qualitatively. Our experimental results are en ouraging to further pursue
our approa h. For example, while using the simulator-based system for broadasting messages to 7 remote lusters with a 1 MB/s link ea h, we a hieved an
aggregate bandwidth of 6.65 MB/s, ompared to 0.96 MB/s without message
segmentation. Furthermore, we ompared theoreti ally estimated and a tually measured ompletion times and found lose mat hes; for example, with
broad ast, the di eren e is between 1% and 4%. Comparing our optimization
heuristi s with oine, exhaustive sear hing revealed that the heuristi s missed
the global optima only in a few ex eptional ases. In the broad ast example,
di eren es were always below 1%.
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Our ultimate goal, however, is to develop an MPI library that does not have the
mentioned limitations and that adapts at runtime to hanging network onditions. We intend to use our performan e model in ombination with dynami
information about topology and network performan e, the latter as provided
by the Network Weather Servi e [38℄. To allow su h runtime de isions, our
optimization algorithms themselves also are eÆ ient and are exe uted on-line,
as part of the MagPIe library.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we introdu e our parameterized LogP model. In Se tion 3, we apply it to optimize olle tive operations
in hierar hi al systems. We experimentally verify our approa h using a real
wide-area system in Se tion 4. Related work will be dis ussed in Se tion 5.
Se tion 6 presents our on lusions. Appendix A summarizes the symbols used
throughout the paper.
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Modeling message-passing performan e

To motivate our performan e model, we rst analyze the ommuni ation behavior of the MPI implementation on our experimentation platform, alled the
DAS system. DAS onsists of four luster omputers, ea h ontaining Pentium
Pros that are lo ally onne ted by Myrinet [6℄. The lusters are lo ated at four
Dut h universities and are onne ted by the Dut h a ademi Internet ba kbone, SURFnet. The system is des ribed in detail on http://www. s.vu.nl/das/
and in [30℄. Figure 1 illustrates the general system stru ture we assume throughout this paper, onsisting of multiple lusters with fully onne ted lo al networks and a fully onne ted WAN. Ea h luster has a gateway that is onne ted both to the LAN and to the WAN.

Figure 1. Stru ture of a lustered wide area system. The ir les represent gateways.

MagPIe re-implements the olle tive operations of a given MPI implementation on top of MPI's point-to-point ommuni ation. We run MagPIe on top of
MPICH [20℄, a widely used publi MPI implementation, whi h we have ported
to the wide-area DAS system. Our MPICH port uses the Panda ommuni3

ation sublayer [2℄ and implements a Panda-spe i MPICH devi e. Panda
gives a ess to IP and Myrinet. On Myrinet, Panda uses the LFC [5℄ ontrol
program. One of the DAS lusters has 128 CPUs, and has been set up to
allow easy experimentation with di erent WAN laten ies and bandwidths, by
adding delay loops to the networking subsystem [30℄. This wide-area simulation is part of Panda and thus is transparent to software layers on top of
it, like MPI. We use this simulation system for the performan e experiments
reported throughout Se tions 2 and 3. We use a varying number of lusters,
and simulate realisti values for wide-area laten y (10ms), and for wide-area
bandwidth (1MB/s). In omparison, the laten y over Myrinet is about 20 s
and the MPI-level throughput is about 50MB/s, so there is almost two orders of magnitude di eren e between the lo al and the simulated wide-area
network. We emphasize that our simulation results have been measured on
a real parallel ma hine, using the same software on the ompute nodes as in
the real wide-area system; only the wide-area links are simulated over some of
the Myrinet links. To a hieve this, the software on the gateway uses a di erent option of Panda. In Se tion 4, we verify our simulator-based results with
experiments performed on the real wide-area DAS system.
Throughout this paper, we assume all message data to be in ontiguous data
bu ers. The MPI standard also allows so- alled derived data types, whi h
may have non- ontiguous memory layout, possibly ausing higher pro essing
overhead for sender and re eiver. However, this additional overhead depends
on the data types in use, preventing a generally appli able performan e model.
The in uen e of derived data types on ommuni ation performan e is a topi
of its own [21℄ and not overed here.
The granularity of message segmentation is a e ted by the layering of MagPIe
on top of MPI's point-to-point ommuni ation. A ording to MPI's philosophy, MagPIe treats messages as ve tors of elements of a base type. MagPIe
onstru ts message segments from multiple ve tor elements. Hen e, the granularity of message segments is the size of a single ve tor element. This is
suÆ ient for ommon- ase appli ations using data types of small size, like
ve tors of oating point numbers. However, derived data types might ex eptionally rea h sizes larger than a suitable message segment. In su h a ase,
MagPIe has to use suboptimal segment sizes. This problem ould only be resolved by implementing MagPIe's algorithms as an integral part of an MPI
library. In that ase, however, MagPIe ould no longer be used a ross multiple
heterogeneous systems using their respe tive native MPI implementations.
Our MagPIe library uses point-to-point messages provided by the underlying MPI implementation. Thus, to obtain a realisti performan e model for
olle tive operations on a lustered wide-area system, we rst study the performan e of point-to-point ommuni ation by looking at the LogP parameters
for a lo al network and a wide-area network. Figure 2 shows send overhead
4

and gap, measured for the MPI Isend routine for various message sizes on both
networks, Myrinet and WAN. In analogy to the LogP model, the send overhead o is the ompletion time of MPI Isend for a given message size, while the
gap g is the minimum time interval between onse utive alls to MPI Isend.
We measured those parameters with the method des ribed in Se tion 2.2.
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Figure 2. Send overhead and gap for MPI Isend, measured on the Myrinet LAN
(left) and a simulated WAN (right)

The MPI standard pres ribes that the non-blo king MPI Isend only initiates
the send operation. The a tual implementation is free to perform as mu h of
the sending task as is onvenient, as long as it guarantees that it will never
wait for the re eiving pro ess. The appli ation an later he k whether the
transfer has a tually been ompleted. Our MPICH port to Panda sends until
it rea hes a point at whi h it would have to blo k, and then it returns. For
short messages, this usually means that the entire message has been sent when
MPI Isend returns. In fa t, Figure 2 shows that over Myrinet, MPI Isend
behaves exa tly like this up to a message size of 128KB. At this size, MPICH
swit hes to rendezvous mode; as MPI Isend would now have to wait for a
reply message from the re eiver, it returns immediately in this ase. When a
slow wide-area network is used instead of the fast Myrinet, the behavior is
similar, ex ept that between 64KB and 128KB, MPI Isend returns as soon
as it would blo k waiting for ow- ontrol information from the re eiver. The
orresponding gap values are as expe ted. They start rather \ at" for short
messages and get into a linear in rease for suÆ iently large messages. On the
WAN, there is another non-linearity at 128KB when the send mode hanges.
We an draw several on lusions from these measurements, whi h are useful for
developing a realisti performan e model. On Myrinet, the di eren e between
overhead o and gap g is small (up to 128 KB), indi ating that the end-toend bandwidth is limited by the host omputers and not by the network. On
the wide-area link, on the other hand, the di eren e between o and g is two
orders of magnitude for small messages. With this huge di eren e, LogP's
assumption that a sender an not transmit a message faster than g time units
after a pre eding message is mu h too pessimisti and yields misleading results
for olle tive ommuni ation. This assumption is only true if the next message
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follows the same network links. With olle tive operations, a sender typi ally
sends messages to di erent destinations in a row, so the next send an already
start after o time units, but not earlier than g time units as onstrained by
the lo al area network. Another important observation from Figure 2 is that
o and g depend not only on message size and network bandwidth, but also
on the behavior of the underlying MPI implementation. Colle tive operations
thus have to be optimized arefully. Neither the assumption that MPI Isend
will always return \immediately" nor linear approximations for o and g in
general give realisti performan e models.

2.1 Parameterized LogP (P-LogP)
Based on these observations, we now present the parameterized LogP model
(P-LogP ). For a single-layer network, it de nes ve parameters. P is the number of pro essors. L is the end-to-end laten y from pro ess to pro ess, ombining all ontributing fa tors su h as opying data to and from network interfa es and the transfer over the physi al network. os(m), or(m), and g(m)
are send overhead, re eive overhead, and gap. They are de ned as fun tions
of the message size m. os(m) and or(m) are the times the CPUs on both sides
are busy sending and re eiving a message of size m. For suÆ iently long messages, re eiving may already start while the sender is still busy, so os and or
may overlap. The gap g(m) is the minimum time interval between onse utive
message transmissions or re eptions along the same link or onne tion. It is
the re ipro al value of the end-to-end bandwidth from pro ess to pro ess for
messages of a given size m. Like L, g(m) overs all ontributing fa tors. From
g (m) overing os(m) and or(m), follows g (m)  os(m) and g (m)  or(m). A
network N is hara terized as N = (L; os; or; g; P ).
To illustrate how the parameters are used, we introdu e s(m) and r(m), the
times for sending and re eiving a message of size m when both sender and reeiver simultaneously start their operations. s(m) = g(m) is the time at whi h
the sender is ready to send the next message. Whenever the network itself is
the transmission bottlene k, os(m) < g(m), and the sender may ontinue
omputing after os(m) time. But be ause g(m) models the time a message
\o upies" the network, the next message annot be sent before g(m) time.
r(m) = L + g (m) is the time at whi h the re eiver has re eived the message.
The laten y L an be seen as the time it takes for the rst bit of a message
to travel from sender to re eiver. The message gap adds the time after the
rst bit has been re eived until the last bit of the message has been re eived.
Figure 3 illustrates this model. When a sender transmits several messages
in a row, the laten y will ontribute only on e to the re eiver ompletion
time but the gap values of all messages sum up. This an be expressed as
r(m1 ; : : : ; mn ) = L + g (m1 ) + : : : + g (mn).
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Figure 3. Message transmission as modeled by parameterized LogP

For ompleteness, we show that parameterized LogP subsumes the original
model LogP [9℄ and its version for long messages, LogGP [1℄. In Table 1,
LogGP's parameters are expressed in terms of parameterized LogP . We use
1 byte as the size for short messages; any other reasonable \short" size may
as well be used instead. Note that neither LogP nor LogGP distinguishes
between os and or. For short messages, they use r = o + L + o to relate the
L parameter to re eiver ompletion time whi h gives L a slightly di erent
meaning ompared to parameterized LogP . We use this equation to derive
LogP's L from our own parameters.
Table 1
LogGP's parameters expressed in terms of parameterized LogP
LogP/LogGP
parameterized LogP
L

=

L + g (1)

os(1)

or (1)

o

=

(os(1) + or(1))=2

g

=

g (1)

G

=

g (m)=m, for a suÆ iently large m

P

=

P

For lustered wide area systems, we use two parameter sets, identi ed by a
subs ript l for the LAN and w for the WAN. For example, Ll denotes the
laten y within a luster and Lw is the laten y when the sender and re eiver
are in di erent lusters. For a lo al network we get:
sl (m) = gl (m)
rl (m) = Ll + gl (m)

A wide area transmission takes three steps: the sender forwards the message
to its lo al gateway, whi h in turn sends the message to the gateway of the
re eiver's luster, whi h nally forwards the message to the re eiving node.
7

The value of rw always depends on the wide area bandwidth and an be
expressed in analogy to rl . The value of sw may either be determined by widearea overhead osw (m) or lo al-area gap gl(m), whi hever is higher: the sender
an not send the next message before gl(m) time, but it might have to wait
even longer, for example while waiting for ow- ontrol information from its
wide-area peer. Unlike the lo al-area ase, the sender is de oupled from the
wide-area gap. This gives us the following equations for the wide-area ase:
sw (m)= max (gl (m); osw (m))
rw (m)= Lw + gw (m)

2.2 EÆ ient parameter measurement for P-LogP
An important issue is how to measure the P-LogP parameters des ribed above
on an a tual wide-area system. Previous LogP mi ro ben hmarks [10,23℄ measure the gap values by saturating the link for ea h message size. However, this
approa h is too intrusive to be feasible for wide-area links whi h are typi ally
shared with many other users. Our method has to use saturation only for obtaining g(0), whi h an be done fast and thus is hardly intrusive. In [28℄ we
showed that our measurement pro edure, ompared to the saturation-based
method, yields the same results while redu ing the link utilization by 90{95%.
Below, we summarize this method.
As we use g(0) for deriving other values, we measure it rst using two proesses, measure and mirror (see Figure 4). We measure the time RT Tn(0) for
a roundtrip onsisting of n messages sent in a row by measure , and a single,
empty reply message sent ba k by mirror . We take the time measured (after
subtra ting RT T1 (0)=2 for the reply) as n  g(0). The pro edure rst uses n = 1
and then n = 10. From this value on n is doubled until the gap per message
hanges only by  = 1%. At this point, saturation is assumed to be rea hed
and we ompute the gap from the measurement with the so-far largest n.
We start with a small value for n (to speed up the measurement) and double
it until the roundtrip time is dominated by bandwidth rather than laten y,
namely until RT T1 (0) <   RT Tn(0) holds in addition to the saturation test.
By waiting for a reply we enfor e that the messages are really sent to mirror
instead of just being bu ered lo ally.
All other parameters an be determined by the pro edure shown in Figure 4.
It starts with a syn hronization message by whi h the mirror pro ess indi ates
being ready. For ea h size m, two message roundtrips are ne essary from measure to mirror and ba k. (We use RT T (m) = RT T1(m).) In the rst roundtrip,
measure sends an m-bytes message and in turn re eives a zero-bytes message.
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Figure 4. EÆ ient measurement pro edure for P-LogP parameters

We measure the time for just sending and for the omplete roundtrip. The
send time dire tly yields os(m). g(m) and L an be determined by solving the
equations for RT T (0) and RT T (m), a ording to the timing breakdown in
Figure 3:
RTT(0) =2(L + g(0))
RTT(m) = L + g(m) + L + g(0)
g (m) =RTT(m) RTT(0) + g (0)
L =(RTT(0) 2g (0))=2
In the se ond roundtrip, the measure pro ess sends a zero-bytes message, waits
for  > RT T (m) time, and then re eives an m-bytes message. Measuring the
re eive operation now yields or (m), be ause after  > RT T (m) time, the
message from mirror is available at measure for immediate re eiving.
For ea h message size, the roundtrip tests are initially run a small number of
times. As long as the varian e of measurements is too high, we su essively
in rease the number of roundtrips until a suÆ iently small (90%) on den e
interval is obtained, or until an upper bound on the total number of iterations
is rea hed (60 for small messages, 15 for large messages). In the latter ase,
we trade a ura y for non-intrusiveness.
Initially, measurements are performed for all sizes m = 2k with k 2 [0; km℄. The
value of km has to be hosen large enough to over any non-linearity aused
by the tested software layer. In our experiments, we used km = 18 to over all
hanges in send modes of the assessed MPI implementation (MPICH).
After measuring the initial set of message sizes, we he k whether the gap
per byte (g(m)=m) has stabilized for large m. If this is not the ase, sending
larger messages may a hieve lower gaps (and hen e higher throughput). So km
is in remented and the next message size is tested. This pro ess is performed
until g(2km ) is lose (within ) to the value linearly extrapolated from g(2km 2 )
and g(2km 1).
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So far, the \interesting" range of message sizes has been determined. Finally,
possible non-linear behavior remains to be dete ted. For any size mk , we he k
whether the measured values for os(mk ), or (mk ), and g(mk ) are onsistent
with the orresponding predi ted values for size mk , extrapolated from the
measurements of the previous two (smaller) message sizes, mk 1 and mk 2 . If
the di eren e is larger than , we do new measurements for m = (mk 1+mk )=2,
and repeat halving the intervals until either the extrapolation mat hes the
measurements, or until mk mk 1  max(32 bytes;   mk ).
The measurement pro edure des ribed above assumes that network links are
symmetri al, su h that sending from measure to mirror has the same parameters as for the reverse dire tion. However, this assumption may not always be
true. On wide area networks, for example, the a hievable bandwidth (the gap)
and/or the network laten y may be di erent in both dire tions, due to possibly asymmetri routing behavior or link speed. Furthermore, if the ma hines
running the measure and mirror pro esses are di erent (like a fast and a slow
workstation), then also the overhead for sending and re eiving may depend on
the dire tion in whi h the message is sent. In su h ases, the parameters os, or ,
and g may be measured by performing our pro edure twi e, while swit hing
the roles of measure and mirror in between. Asymmetri laten y an only be
measured by sending a message with a timestamp ts, and letting the re eiver
derive the laten y from tr ts, where tr is the re eive time. This requires lo k
syn hronization between sender and re eiver. Without external lo k syn hronization (like using GPS re eivers or spe ialized software like the network time
proto ol , NTP), lo ks an be syn hronized either by statisti al time estimation or by simple message ex hange proto ols. Statisti al time estimation [32℄
is highly intrusive to the network and thus not feasible for WANs. Simple message ex hange proto ols allow syn hronization only up to a granularity of the
roundtrip time between two hosts [34℄, whi h is useless for measuring network
laten y. Unfortunately, as we an not generally assume the lo ks of (possibly widely) distributed hosts to be tightly syn hronized, asymmetri network
laten ies an not be measured, neither with our framework nor with previous
ben hmarks [10,23℄.
3

Performan e-aware Colle tive Communi ation

We now illustrate how the P-LogP model an be used to optimize olle tive ommuni ation. We dis uss four important operations: broad ast, s atter, gather, and allgather. With broad ast, a single pro ess ( alled the root )
sends a message to all other pro esses. S atter is also known as personalized
broad ast. Here, the root splits a large message ve tor and sends individual
messages to the other pro esses. Gather is the inverse operation of s atter.
Here, the root olle ts messages from its peer pro esses into a large message
10

ve tor. Finally, allgather is de ned like a gather operation, ex ept that all
pro esses re eive the result, instead of just the root. For the ex hange of data
this implies that for allgather, all pro esses on eptually have to broad ast a
message.

3.1 Broad ast
With broad ast, a single pro ess ( alled the root ) sends a message of size M
to all other (P 1) pro esses. Optimal broad ast algorithms use tree shaped
ommuni ation graphs, so every pro ess re eives the message exa tly on e [25℄.
MagPIe's original broad ast algorithm was optimized for wide-area networks
by sending the message only on e to ea h luster and by avoiding transmission
paths that ontain more than one wide-area link.
In MagPIe's algorithm, one of the appli ation pro esses is sele ted in ea h
luster to a t as a so- alled oordinator node. The root pro ess a ts as oordinator of its own luster. First, the root sends the message to the other
oordinator nodes, forming a at tree in the WAN. As soon as a oordinator
re eives the message, it forwards it to the other nodes of its luster, using a
binomial tree shape in the LANs.
A disadvantage of MagPIe's original algorithm is that it forwards omplete
messages down the spanning tree [30℄. For large messages, this leads to poor
link utilization. As large messages have a high send overhead, the root an
only send over one WAN link at a time. Our goal for the optimized algorithms
is to use the a umulated bandwidth of several (or all) available WAN links.
Be ause a luster gateway de ouples LAN and WAN pa kets, the root an
quasi-simultaneously send small pa kets over up to n = bgw (m)=gl (m) WAN
links. We use message segmentation to a hieve su h a better link utilization.
Instead of forwarding omplete messages down the spanning tree, we split
ea h message into k segments of size m (where k = dM=me) and forward ea h
in oming segment down all links. In this way, there will be mu h more overlap
in ommuni ation over di erent links. In addition to message segmentation, we
optimize the shape of the spanning tree by trading send overhead for laten y.
We try to minimize the total ompletion time of the broad ast (i.e., the time
when the last re eiver has obtained the omplete message). This optimization
problem an be stated more a urately as follows:
Given a network N and the message size M , our goal is to nd a tree shape
and a segment size m that together minimize the ompletion time.
We approa h this problem in two steps. First, we develop a single-layer broadast algorithm and its performan e model, assuming that all links have the
11

same speed. This algorithm an be used to optimize either ommuni ation
within a luster (i.e., all links are fast lo al networks) or ommuni ation between nodes in di erent lusters (i.e., all links are slow wide-area networks).
Next, we develop a two-layer algorithm for the hierar hi al model of metaomputers des ribed in the introdu tion. Two-layer algorithms are more ompli ated to model, but are more eÆ ient for broad ast operations.

3.1.1 Single-layer broad ast
The optimal tree shape depends on the network parameters, as well as on
M and m. In general, we hara terize a tree by two parameters, its height
h and its degree d. h is the longest path from the root to any of the other
nodes, determined by ounting edges. d is the maximum number of su essor
nodes of any node in the graph. For example, MagPIe's at WAN tree has
d = P 1 and h = 1, where P in this ase denotes Pw , the number of lusters.
Depending on the a tual network parameters, the optimal tree shape (yielding
the minimal ompletion time) an have any d; h 2 [1 : : : P 1℄. Fortunately, d
and h of the optimal tree are related to ea h other, and we an ompute the
minimalPhheight of a tree with P nodes and degree d as the smallest h  1 for
whi h i=0 di  P is true.
Similar to the parameters for laten y L and gap g(m) for a single message
send, we de ne laten y (m) and gap (m) of a broad ast tree. Here, (m)
denotes the time at whi h a message segment has been re eived by all nodes,
after the root pro ess started sending it. (m) is the time interval between the
sending of two onse utive segments. ( (m) hen e indi ates the throughput of
a broad ast tree.) We ompute the ompletion time T of a broad ast algorithm
with k message segments of size m as:
T = (k

1)  (m) + (m)

To illustrate this formula, we an express the values for (m) and (m) for
MagPIe's at WAN tree as:
(m) =max (g(m); (P 1)  s(m))
(m) =(P 2)  s(m) + r(m)
Here, (m) is the maximum of the gap between two segments of size m sent
on the same link and the time the root needs for sending (P 1) times the
same segment on disjoint links. The orresponding value for (m) is the time
at whi h a message segment is sent to the last node, plus the time until it is
re eived.
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For a general tree shape, upper bounds for both parameters an be expressed
depending on the degree d and height h of a broad ast tree:
(m)  max (g(m); or(m) + d  s(m))
(m)  h  ((d 1)  s(m) + r(m))
(m) is the maximum of the gap aused by the network, and the time a
node needs to pro ess the message. For intermediate nodes, this is the time
to re eive the message plus the time to forward it to d su essor nodes. (For
the root and for leaf nodes, it is either one of both.) The exa t value of (m)
depends on the order in whi h the root pro ess and all intermediate nodes
send to their su essor nodes and whi h path leads to the node that re eives
the message last. For the rest of this paper, we approximate (m) and (m)
by their upper bounds, given by the inequalities.
The optimal broad ast tree depends on the number of pro essors P and the
message size M . Both values are parameters of MPI B ast. This implies that
the optimal broad ast tree and segment size have to be omputed at runtime
for ea h invo ation of MPI B ast. Optimization at runtime has to be very
fast, so it does not outweigh the performan e improvement of applying the
optimized algorithm. Therefore, we avoid ommuni ation between pro esses
and we avoid doing an exhaustive sear h over the omplete sear h spa e with
m 2 [1 : : : M ℄ and d 2 [1 : : : P 1℄. Communi ation is avoided by repli ating
the network performan e information over all appli ation pro esses. When
alling MPI B ast, all pro esses simultaneously ompute the optimal tree and
segment size.
We apply heuristi s to redu e the number of segment sizes and tree shapes
to be investigated. In general, several segment sizes are tried out, and for
ea h size the optimal tree shape is omputed. For a given segment size m, we
investigate only the following tree shapes:
(1) d 2 [bg(m)=s(m) : : : P 1℄. Lower values for d an only lead to higher
ompletion times, be ause less a umulated bandwidth would be used.
(2) Starting with d = bg(m)=s(m) , we in rease d while only investigating
those values of d for whi h the height h will be redu ed. Values for d in
between would in rease (m) but would not de rease (m), and ould
thus not improve ompletion time.
For the segment size, we only evaluate \useful" values. The segment size must
be a multiple of the size of the basi data type to be transmitted (in MPI
terms, the extent) and it must split the initial message into k equal segments.
The segment size m is determined in two steps:
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(1) In a binary sear h, segment sizes m = M=2i; i 2 [0 : : : log2 M ℄ are investigated. For ea h value for m, the degree d with minimal ompletion time
is determined.
(2) Starting from the best value m0 found in step 1, a lo al hill- limbing
strategy is performed. k0 = dM=m0 e is the so-far best known number of
segments. With the respe tively best value for d, the ompletion times
are omputed for k0 5, k0 1, k0 + 1, and k0 + 5. We then repla e k0
by the value with the best ompletion time. This is performed until no
further improvement an be found. The simultaneous look-ahead of 1 and
5 steps helps over oming lo al minima. Furthermore, it speeds up the
pro ess when a minimum is far away from the starting point omputed
in step 1.
Having identi al links inside a network, the a tual broad ast tree an be onstru ted from d in O(P ) time by keeping tra k of ea h node's degree while
assigning re eivers to senders.

3.1.2 Two-layer broad ast
So far, we have optimized broad ast for single-layer networks. Given optimized
broad ast trees for the WAN and for the LANs, a simple way to obtain a twolayer algorithm is the sequential omposition, as performed in the original
MagPIe library. Here, the oordinator nodes rst parti ipate in the wide-area
broad ast. Then, they forward the message inside their lusters. This leads to
a total ompletion time of:
T = T w + Tl
= (kw 1)  w (mw ) + w (mw ) + (kl

1)  l (ml ) + l (ml )

A better integration into a two-layer broad ast an be a hieved by pipelining
both phases. Here, the oordinator nodes immediately forward segments, rst
to other oordinators, and then to their su essor nodes in the LAN tree
stru ture. We use the same segment size for the WAN and for the LANs, so
oordinators do not need to re-assemble segments. This leads to:
T = (k

1)  (m) + w (m) + l(m)

To re e t the double forwarding in the oordinator nodes, we use:
(m)  max (gw (m); orw (m) + dw  sw (m) + dl  sl (m))
14

The optimization of the two-layer broad ast for a given m additionally requires
taking are of l (m) and 0 (m), the latter denoting the fra tion of (m) that
an be used for the LAN without slowing down the WAN. We then have to
investigate the LAN trees with d 2 [1 : : : b 0 (m)=sl (m) ℄ with:
0 (m) = max (g (m)
w

orw (m)

dw  sw (m); sl (m))

3.1.3 Performan e evaluation
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We have implemented a two-layer broad ast as des ribed so far as part of the
MagPIe library. Figure 5 ompares the ompletion times of this new algorithm
with MagPIe's original broad ast, measured on the DAS experimentation system des ribed in Se tion 2. The new algorithm does message segmentation,
and pipelines WAN and LAN forwarding. The original algorithm sends omplete messages, and sequentially ombines WAN and LAN forwarding. We
measured on gurations with 4 lusters (with 1 or 16 CPUs) and 8 lusters
(with 1 or 8 CPUs).
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Figure 5. MPI B ast: ompletion time on 4 lusters (left) and 8 lusters (right)

The number of CPUs per luster has hardly any e e t on the overall ompletion time, ausing the respe tive pairs of lines in Figure 5 to be almost
the same. This, and the fa t that for short messages the original algorithm
performs approximately as fast as the segmented broad ast, both support our
original design goals for MagPIe. For larger messages, however, the new algorithm is mu h faster than the original one and a hieves mu h higher aggregate
wide-area bandwidth. For example, with 8 lusters of 1 CPU ea h, broad asting a 1MB message takes 1079ms with segmentation, and 7425ms without.
This orresponds to an aggregate bandwidth of 6.65MB/s for segmentation.
This is 95% of the a tually available bandwidth whi h is 7  1MB/s. Without
segmentation, the wide-area links are used sequentially, resulting in an aggregate bandwidth of only 0.96MB/s, or 14% of what is available. With fragmentation, the ompletion times for 4 and 8 lusters are about the same (for
1MB messages, 1072ms with 4 lusters and 1079ms with 8 lusters), whereas
the original algorithm takes mu h longer for 8 lusters than for 4 lusters (for
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(measured / modeled - 1) * 100%

1MB messages, 3200ms with 4 lusters and 7425ms with 8 lusters). This
learly shows that segmentation allows us to use all available wide-area links
in parallel as long as the lo al-area network has enough bandwidth to feed
them all.
Although hard to see from the graphs, the pipelined message forwarding further redu es the overall ompletion time. With the original algorithm, the
sequential ombination of WAN and LAN broad ast adds some additional
time. With 4MB messages and 4 lusters, for example, the forwarding takes
13224:3 12723:3 = 501 ms. This overhead disappears with pipelining.
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Figure 6. MPI B ast: estimation error

We also investigated the quality of our theoreti al estimates. Figure 6 shows
the estimation error, namely the di eren e between estimated and measured
ompletion times. For short messages it is up to 4%, whereas for large messages
the deviation is less than 1%. In general, this is a very lose mat h between our
performan e model and the implementation. The slightly larger di eren e for
short messages is mostly due to the fa t that our measurements also in lude
the time for omputing the optimized tree. We also ompared the di eren e
between the best heuristi ally found ompletion times and the global optima,
whi h were omputed oine by an exhaustive sear h. Our heuristi s found the
global optimum in almost all test ases, in the few ex eptional ases di eren es
were always below 1%.

3.2 S atter
The se ond olle tive operation we dis uss is s atter, whi h is also alled personalized broad ast. With s atter, the root pro ess holds M  P data items
whi h it equally distributes a ross the P pro esses, in luding itself. With homogeneous networks, optimal s atter algorithms use at trees as ommuniation graphs. (Be ause ea h pro essor has to re eive a personalized message, forwarding does not help improving the ompletion time.) Only for
very small messages, message ombining and forwarding via oordinator nodes
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may improve performan e. However, we do not investigate message ombining here, be ause we fo us on large messages. Adding message ombining
to our performan e model would be straightforward, by using segment sizes
m 2 [M : : : M  P ℄ over the WAN and a two-level algorithm, as for broad ast.
With a xed ommuni ation graph (a at tree en ompassing all nodes in all
lusters), our analyti al model ombines both WAN and LAN parameters. We
optimize s atter algorithms by nding a message segment size that yields the
shortest overall ompletion time. Pw denotes the number of lusters and Pl
the (maximum) number of pro esses per luster. Analogous to broad ast, we
model T = (k 1)  (m) + (m) with:
(m)  Pl  max(gw (m); (Pw 1)  sw (m) + sl (m)) + orl (m)
(m)  (Pl 1)  max(gw (m); (Pw 1)  sw (m) + sl (m))
+ (Pw 1)  sw (m) + rw (m)
(m) models the time spent at the root pro ess, be ause for other pro esses,
the gap per segment is mu h smaller, namely or(m). The model assumes that
the message segments are rst sent to the rst pro essor in ea h luster, then
to the se ond pro essor in ea h luster, et ., using the wide-area links in a
round-robin fashion. Before the root pro ess an send out the next segment,
it has to re eive the message segment it just sent to itself. (m) denotes the
time at whi h the last message of a segment round is sent, plus its re eiving
time. This sending time adds the time for sending the segment to all but one
pro essors in ea h luster, and the time for sending to the last pro essor in all
but one lusters. (m) equals its upper bound when the last message is sent
to a pro ess in a remote luster. Otherwise it is somewhat less, depending
on whi h message is a tually re eived last. As with broad ast, we use the
upper bounds for optimizing T and use the binary sear h with subsequent hill
limbing for nding a near-optimal segment size.
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Figure 7. MPI S atter: ompletion time on 4 lusters (left) and 8 lusters (right)

Figure 7 ompares the ompletion times of the new s atter algorithm with
MagPIe's original s atter. The new algorithm does message segmentation
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(measured / modeled - 1) * 100%

whereas the original algorithm sends omplete messages. We measured the
same on gurations as with broad ast. The new algorithm performs mu h
better, be ause it a hieves higher aggregate WAN bandwidth. For example,
with 8 lusters of 1 CPU ea h, sending a 1MB message to ea h re eiver takes
1078ms with segmentation, and 7437ms without. The ompletion times for
large messages are proportional to gw (M )  Pl , whi h indi ates that almost all
available WAN bandwidth an be utilized.
Figure 8 ompares the theoreti ally estimated ompletion times with the ones
a tually measured on our system. For small messages, the estimation error
is slightly worse than for broad ast (up to 14%), but for large messages it is
only about 1%, denoting a very lose mat h between theory and pra ti e. As
with broad ast, our sear h heuristi s nd the global optimum in almost all
test ases, with a few negligible deviations (smaller than 1%).
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Figure 8. MPI S atter: estimation error

3.3 Gather
Gather is the inverse operation of s atter. Here, ea h pro ess (in luding the
root) holds M data items whi h are sent to the root. Analogous to s atter,
optimal algorithms use at trees. The ompletion time an be modeled as
T = (k 1)  (m) + (m) with:
(m) =max (Pl  gw (m); Pl  orl (m) + (Pw 1)  Pl  orw (m) + osl (m))
(m) =max (Lw + Pl  gw (m);
max(Ll ; osl (m)) + Pl  orl (m) + (Pw 1)  Pl  orw (m))
(m) and (m) model the time at whi h the root pro ess ompletes re eiving
the message segments. (m) is the maximum of the time the segments need
to ross the WAN links, and the time the root needs to re eive all messages of
a segment round, plus sending its own segment to itself. (m) is similar, but
models the overlap of laten y and re eiving at the root.
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Figure 9 shows the measured ompletion times for the same on gurations
as with broad ast and s atter. We ompare MagPIe's original algorithm with
the new segmenting variant. The results are similar to the ones a hieved with
MPI S atter. This time, message segmentation helps simultaneously re eiving
on all onne tions, leading to better WAN bandwidth utilization. Figure 10
ompares the theoreti ally estimated ompletion times with the ones a tually
measured on our system. As with broad ast and s atter, the estimation errors
are mostly negligible, ex ept for a few ases with large messages and many
simultaneously sending nodes. Here, some e e ts related to ontention inside
the re eiving node ause somewhat higher ompletion times than expe ted by
the theoreti al model. As with broad ast and s atter, the sear h heuristi s
hardly ever miss the globally optimal on gurations.
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Figure 9. MPI Gather: ompletion time on 4 lusters (left) and 8 lusters (right)
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Figure 10. MPI Gather: estimation error

3.4 Allgather
Allgather is like the gather operation, ex ept that all data is delivered at every
node, and not just at a single root. One simple way to implement allgather is
as a sequen e of gather operations, using every node as root. However, in this
way the s ar e bandwidth available at the WAN links is not used eÆ iently.
An alternative, whi h is urrently implemented in MagPIe, is to rst let the
oordinator of every luster gather the data of all lo al nodes; next ex hange
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that data with all other luster oordinators; and nally let the oordinators broad ast the whole data ve tor lo ally in their lusters. This approa h
works parti ularly well when there is a big di eren e in performan e in the
LAN and WAN networks, sin e pipelining issues (as en ountered in the optimization of the broad ast implementation) are mu h less important than the
eÆ ient use of the slow WAN links. The ompletion time of this implementation an be modeled as the sum of lo al gather, wide-area allgather (between the oordinator nodes), and the lo al broad ast. The time for gather
and broad ast has been outlined above; in the following we only deal with
the allgather operation between the oordinator nodes. Its ompletion time is
T = (k 1)  (m) + (m) with:
(m) =max ((Pw 1)  (sw (m) + max (gl (m); orw (m)) ; gw (m))
(m) =(Pw 2)  sw (m) + gw (m) + Lw
The segmenting allgather onsists of k rounds in whi h ea h node sends a
segment to all its peers and re eives one segment per peer. (m) thus is the
maximum of the wide-area gap and the pro essing time per segment, the latter
is the number of peers multiplied by the sum of the ompletion time for send
and re eive. The re eive ompletion time is the maximum of the lo al gap and
the re eive overhead. (m) is, as usual, the time when a node sends the last
message, plus the time to deliver it to the respe tive re eiver.
We ompared MagPIe's original implementation of MPI Allgather with one
that uses segmentation in the entral ex hange phase between the luster oordinators. The results for 4 and 8 lusters are shown in Figure 11. For 8 lusters,
and using a segment size smaller than 64K, the optimized version avoids performan e loss due to ow ontrol issues for message sizes between 64K and
128K. However, for most other message sizes, and for 4 lusters, the results are
very similar, sin e the original MagPIe implementation is already keeping the
WAN links well o upied. Finally, Figure 12 ompares (for the entral phase
between the oordinator nodes) the theoreti ally estimated ompletion times
with the ones a tually measured on our system. For a few on gurations, the
estimation error is up to 16 % whi h an be explained by ontention inside
the nodes due to simultaneously re eiving from multiple peers.
4

Experimental Results on the Real Wide-Area System

The results presented so far have been obtained using the wide-area simulator of our Panda ommuni ation sublayer. The simulator allows to perform
measurements on a real parallel ma hine with only the wide-area links being
20
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Figure 11. MPI Allgather: ompletion time on 4 lusters (left) and 8 lusters (right)
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Figure 12. MPI Allgather: estimation error

simulated, by adding delay loops in the Panda gateway nodes. With the simulator, we were able to investigate our olle tive ommuni ation operations in
a lean environment without interferen e of network traÆ aused by other
users. This allowed us to quantitatively analyze our results.
In this se tion, we present experimental results from the real system, the four
DAS lusters lo ated at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU), at Universiteit
Leiden, the University of Amsterdam (UvA), and Delft University of Te hnology. The lusters are onne ted via the Dut h a ademi Internet ba kbone
(SURFnet). Table 2 summarizes the average TCP-level bandwidth (in Mb/s)
and one-way laten y (in ms) between the DAS lusters. As an be seen in the
table, the laten y between the lusters varies from 1.5ms to 4.0ms. Bandwidth ranges from 3.0Mb/s to 28.0Mb/s. These values for bandwidth and
laten y indi ate that, with the DAS, wide-area ommuni ation is somewhat
faster than in our simulated environment. This an be attributed to the rather
small physi al distan es (up to 50km) between the lusters. Additionally, the
network parameters vary over time due to on urrent network traÆ . Furthermore, the wide-area links are asymmetri due to the routing setup. Therefore,
the purpose of the experiments presented in this se tion is to qualitatively
verify our results from Se tion 3 on a real wide-area system.
The olle tive ommuni ation operations presented in Se tion 3 are based
on P-LogP parameters for both lo al-area and wide-area networks. Figure 13
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Table 2
Average TCP-level laten y and bandwidth between the four DAS lusters
Laten y (ms) to
Bandwidth (Mb/s) to
from

VU Leiden UvA Delft

VU

3.5

Leiden

3.5

UvA

1.5

3.0

Delft

2.5

4.0

VU Leiden UvA Delft

1.5

2.5

5.0

3.0

4.0

3.5

2.0

28.0

6.0

6.0

4.5

2.0

26.0

7.0

4.0

3.0
7.5

6.5

shows send overhead and gap on four of the 12 links between the DAS lusters. The two graphs on the right side of Figure 13 (VU to UvA and VU to
Delft) losely resemble the measurements on the simulated WAN in Figure 2.
However, the sender an transmit messages larger than 64KB without stalling
while waiting for ow- ontrol information from the re eiver. This is due to the
lower wide-area laten y. Unlike our lean simulated environment, the Leiden
luster is onne ted to the rest of the DAS via a very lossy link. The frequent
pa ket losses not only degrade bandwidth, they also lead to various artefa ts
with the measured gap values. But even with su h a lossy link, the shape
of the measured urves qualitatively mat hes the results from the simulated
environment.
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Figure 13. Send overhead and gap for MPI Isend between the four DAS lusters

The olle tive algorithms presented in Se tion 3 assume a homogeneous widearea network with identi al P-LogP parameters for all links. However, as shown
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in Table 2, the wide-area links of the DAS perform somewhat di erently from
ea h other. For measuring the olle tive operations on the real wide-area system, we have used P-LogP parameters a ording to the slowest available link
(from Leiden to Delft). With this onservative approa h, message segmentation and tree shape are determined a ording to the \bottlene k" WAN link.
Figure 14 shows the ompletion times of the four olle tive operations (broadast, s atter, gather, and allgather) a ross the four DAS lusters. As in Se tion 3, we measured ompletion times for four lusters with 1 and with 16
pro essors ea h. The results qualitatively on rm the simulator measurements.
Due to the somewhat faster wide-area links, however, the e e ts are less pronoun ed. But still, starting with a message size between 16KB and 64KB,
the implementation based on message segmentation shows better performan e
than MagPIe's original implementation.
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Figure 14. Completion times on the four DAS lusters

5

Related Work

LogP [9℄ and LogGP [1℄ are dire t pre ursors of parameterized LogP. Having
onstant values for overhead and gap, LogP is restri ted to short messages
whereas LogGP adds the gap per byte for long messages, assuming linear
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behavior. Neither of them handles overhead for medium sized to long messages
orre tly, nor do they model hierar hi al networks. Within their limitations,
they have been used to study olle tive ommuni ation [1,4,9,25℄.
The parameterized ommuni ation model [33℄ has two parameters whi h also
depend on message size, resembling P-LogP 's sender and re eiver ompletion
times. Unfortunately, the model fails to adequately apture re eiver overhead,
as needed by the olle tive operations dis ussed in this paper.
Bru k et al. study broad ast and allredu e in homogeneous networks using
measured ma hine parameters and the postal model [7℄. Santos studies optimality of k-item broad ast algorithms in a theoreti al, simpli ed LogP variant [35℄. The problem of a k-item broad ast omes lose to broad asting large
messages split into k smaller segments as presented in this paper. Multi ast
based on pa ketization is studied in [26℄ where the underlying network determines the size of the data items being delivered to multiple re eivers. In
a previous paper, we fo ussed on optimizing MPI's broad ast operation by
message segmentation and tree shape optimization [27℄.
Van de Geijn et al. study eÆ ient pipelined implementations of broad ast [37℄
and redu tion [36℄ on homogeneous one-level networks, like meshes and hyper ubes. Some work has been performed on optimizing single olle tive operations (e.g., broad ast) for lusters of SMPs whi h (like wide-area networks)
also exhibit hierar hi al stru tures [16,22℄, however without using message segmentation to a ommodate hierar hi al networks. Others study olle tive operations in networks of heterogeneous workstations rather than hierar hi ally
stru tured systems [3,31℄. Compositions of olle tive operations are optimized
in [17℄, but performan e is studied only in the homogeneous ase.
Our work urrently makes simplifying assumptions about the wide-area networks. Karonis et al. apply optimizations to MPI's broad ast for hierar hi al
systems with more than two layers [24℄. The authors show performan e improvements ompared to the non-segmenting version of MagPIe for a system
with three hierar hy layers. However, identifying a hierar hi al system representation seems to be a hallenging problem for the general ase of Internetbased meta omputing platforms.
Several meta omputing proje ts are urrently building the infrastru ture on
top of whi h our MagPIe library may utilize distributed omputing apa ity
[11,12,14,19℄. The Interoperable MPI Proto ol (IMPI) [15℄ spe i es olle tive
ommuni ation algorithms for lustered systems while fo using on interoperability rather than performan e.
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Con lusions

Earlier resear h has shown that many parallel appli ations an be optimized to
run eÆ iently on a hierar hi al wide-area system and that olle tive ommuniation is a useful abstra tion to do some of these optimizations transparently.
In this paper, we des ribed two important optimizations for su h wide-area
olle tive operations. First, we use message segmentation to split messages
into smaller units that an be sent on urrently over di erent wide-area links,
resulting in better link utilization. Se ond, we determine the tree shape for
the olle tive operations based on properties of the underlying system (su h
as the LAN and WAN performan e and the pro essor to luster mapping),
instead of using a xed shape. Both optimizations redu e the ompletion time
for large messages.
For both optimizations, we need a performan e model that an a urately
estimate the ompletion time of olle tive operations. Most existing (LogP
based) models are ina urate for olle tive operations on hierar hi al systems
with fast lo al networks and slow wide-area networks. We des ribed a new
model, the P-LogP (parameterized LogP) model, whi h has di erent sets of
LogP parameters for both networks. Also, our model makes these parameters
a fun tion of the message size, and uses measured values as input.
We have used the P-LogP model to optimize four important operations in
our MagPIe library (broad ast, s atter, gather, and allgather). The new library omputes a near-optimal segment size and tree shape at runtime, based
on various system properties. The optimization algorithms use heuristi s to
prune the sear h spa e, so they are eÆ ient and ould be used with dynami
information (su h as produ ed by NWS [38℄) as input, although our urrent
implementation uses stati network performan e data. We have empiri ally
validated our approa h. Experiments show that the new algorithms signi antly improve olle tive performan e for large messages. In the ontrolled
simulator environment, our experiments show that the performan e model a urately predi ts the ompletion times. Our algorithms improve performan e
also on the real wide-area system where performan e information is impre ise.
We think the new algorithms are an important step towards a onvenient,
easy-to-use infrastru ture for parallel programming on wide-area systems like
omputational grids. The urrent library an be used for programming hierarhi al systems with similar network performan e on the wide-area links, like
our DAS system. Other possible target platforms are lusters of SMP nodes
that have a similar network hierar hy. The te hniques developed here also are
a good basis for an MPI library that adapts itself dynami ally to hanging
onditions in the networks. Building su h a library is the next step in our
resear h.
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Appendix A: Symbols used in analyti al modeling

total message size
m
message segment size
k
number of message segments, k = dM=me
L
network laten y
os(m)
send overhead for message of size m
or(m)
re eive overhead for message of size m
g (m)
gap between two messages of size m
P
number of pro essors
N
network, N = (L; os; or; g; P )
T
ompletion time of a olle tive operation
s(m)
sender ompletion time for message of size m
r(m)
re eiver ompletion time for message of size m
RT T (m) round-trip time for message of size m (empty reply message)
h
height of a broad ast tree
d
degree (fan out) of a broad ast tree
(m)
laten y of a broad ast tree with message of size m
(m) gap of a broad ast tree with message of size m
M

l
w

subs ript, used to identify LAN parameters
subs ript, used to identify WAN parameters
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